
Home Design
Services

SPRING & SUMMER 2022



Hello!
I’m PollyAnn

Interior Designer, Believer, Wife, Spicy Margarita Connoisseur

Thank you so much for considering me to be a small part of your home 
journey! Here I will outline my design services for 2022. Whether we work 

together or not, my prayer for your home is that it will reflect your personal 
story and unique style and serve as the backdrop of many special and 

sacred memories to come.
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$57

Designer’s 
Eye Q+A

This micro-service is like shooting a text to your designer BFF to get her opinion 
on something. It’s simple and straightforward since it’s all corresponded 
through email. After paying your invoice, you can send me an email with 
any photos of your space, inspiration photos, concerns, etc and I will 
take approximately 20 minutes to think through your inquiry and form an 
email response back with professional advice and insight. This is perfect 
for confirming an idea you have, getting a little jump start on a space or 
asking a specific question that doesn’t warrant a full Direction Session.
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What can you expect when 
you book a Designer’s Eye 
Q+A?

+ Twenty (20) minutes worth of advice, 
insight and answered questions specific to 
your space

+ All images, questions and responses 
delivered through email
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$147

Direction
Session

This is currently the most popular option, where I come into your space (or 
discuss virtually via FaceTime) and we talk both big picture and specific 
details. We can sketch and/or take notes in that time allotment and give 
you steps to take forward on your own. This service is perfect for the home 
owner who is looking for an inspiring brainstorming session to get them 
started on a specific space.
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What can you expect when 
you book a Direction 
Session?

+ Up to seventy five (75) minute in-home 
or digital consultation for up to two rooms

+ Professional advice based on needs 
and style preferences

+ All ideas and direction delivered within 
the time allotment
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Starting at 
$797

Design 
Delivery

This package is a fast-track version of a typical large-scale interior design 
process. This is an amazing service because it gives you plenty of tangible 
steps and takes out a ton of guess work, leaving you with more time and 
potentially saving you money in the long run because you are buying the 
right items. I’m also able to offer the products I specify at a 10% discount 
through a rebate.

Pricing is $797 for one room or $1,197 for two rooms booked at one time. 
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What can you expect when 
you book a Design Delivery?

+ In-person (or virtual) consultation for 
one main space to discuss style and 
functional needs, take measurements, 
etc.

+ PDF format delivered at a later date 
with a comprehensive digital design 
presentation, furniture plan, shopping 
list of clickable online retail links and 
instructions for how to incorporate each 
item. When applicable, I will include 
options for small renovations and 
cosmetic changes.

+ Nearly all products are sourced 
through SideDoor, a platform specifically 
for interior designers and their clients. 
You will be given the link to an online 
portal containing all of your options that 
you can “Add to Cart.” SideDoor carries 
products from 170+ trade vendors. In the 
case that no options from SideDoor work 
best in your space, I will source from a 
standard retail vendor. 

+ 10% rebate sent back to you for any 
SideDoor products purchased. This 
means depending how many items you 
buy, this service will potentially pay for 
itself!

(Note SideDoor’s return policy of accepting 
damaged items or anything not as advertised but no 
“I changed my mind” returns. Luckily, a professional 
has measured on your behalf.)



$120/Hour

Custom
Hourly Work

Memphis-based clients can hire me at my hourly rate for hands-on help 
with their interior design and decorating. We can work together on the front 
end to set up expectations for each other as well as budget and  project 
timeline.

Pricing is $120/Hour. Minimum of 5 hours, booked in 5 hour increments.
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What can you expect when 
you book Custom Hourly 
Work?

This service looks a bit different for everyone, 
as this is where the “custom” aspect comes 
in! Let’s chat if you have specific needs in 
mind.

I can help with the following services:
+ Floor Plans and Elevations
+ Material Selections
+ Lighting and Furniture Sourcing
+ Hardware Selection
+ Accessorizing and Shelf Styling
+ Rearranging Existing Furniture
+ Coordination with Vendors
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Thank you!

Please let me know if you have any 
questions or if you are ready to book!

Can’t wait to see what we can dream 
up for your home together.

           xo,
           Polly Ann
           Pollylovely


